December 2011 Newsletter
now a registered NPO. . YEA!
Ramblings of a Dog-Father:
My definition of a good Animal Welfare Organisation is one that :
 ‘goes to find where the animals are in need . . . not waits for those in need to find them. ’
 ‘Laughs manically at the impossible. . and still goes out and does it anyway ’
 ‘has as little ego as each animals they serve . . and strive to have as much essence’
 Why are some of the greatest hindrances to Animal Welfare in our country caused by the hierarchies
that are mandated to manage and control it? Is ‘man wisdom’ so wise?
 An Urban Dweller again remarked, ‘Blacks don’t care about their Dogs, that is why so many are in a
bad way.’
‘I used to think that too but have been humbly shown otherwise. Animal empathy is not restricted or dictated by
colour or creed. Working in a rural black community has taught me how deep the connection is between man
and his beast. Unfortunately neglect and cruelty exist here, in this “black community”, as does it in the suburbs
of Cape Town, Durban and Johannesburg… Let us take great care when we judge.
 Do dogs suffer similar neurosis as their guardians? Did they suffer from neurosis before we became their
guardians? Do thoroughbred dogs feel superior to an Africanis? Surely not! As far as nature is concerned
one dog is much the same as another!
 Andy Rooney once said: “The average dog is a nicer person than the average person!”
 Personally I am trying to work out whether I say to you we are poor because we have no money . . or rich
because of what we are able to do ! . . I know ! . . please donate and help us get even richer (oops ,
maybe that sounds too much like a South African politician).
Please share your views on our Facebook page. We need to create conversation around this!
http://www.facebook.com/pages/TAWI-Transkei-Animal-Welfare-Initiative/134625569972543
Some of ;

What’s happened this month?
Adoptions:

This tiny little puppy was found wondering on the
side of the road with no home in sight. Perhaps he
had strayed from his litter and walked too far to
retrace his steps? Perhaps he’d been dropped on
his way somewhere? Who knows…but what is
certain is that his little life was saved!

He was assessed by Isaac our vet tech in training
who determined that a good serving of puppy
formula and a thorough de-worming would see
him right. After dosing him with worm syrup he
brought up a king size worm. (See pic. The worm
is in the milk on the table).

may recall that a month earlier Mary called us to
put her old Boy of 14 years to sleep and wailed
with sorrow as he closed his eyes for the last
time).
We know he will be loved and cared for until he is
just as old and we look forward to visiting him
once a month on our Outreach programme.
Thanks to Pfizer for the de-wormer and
inoculations.
We made a few calls and we were able to home
the little pup quite quickly with Mary who was
ready and willing to take in a new friend. (You

Potential Pilot Community Project:
After an excellent meeting with CLAW in Johannesburg last month they have offered to visit this area next year to do
a sterilisation campaign. We hope to combine this with our first ever ‘Rural Dog Show’.
Both of these will help us enormously in our process of establishing a ‘Model Village Community’ where we hope to
show that a sustainable balanced community of healthy dogs can be achieved with minimum resources.
We have been working on the most important part of this process for the past year by slowly gaining the trust and
confidence from residents and community leaders.

Survivor of the month:
Sammy reared at least 100 pups during her time, all in the bush. She fed
by scavenging in the local town, like many other un-spade females. She is
coming to the end of her tenure, with only two teeth left in her mouth!
She has survived Distemper, Biliary, a Mamba bite, being hit by a car and
poisoned.
Only four of her offspring survive today; two live in Cape Town, one in
Port Shepstone and one in the Transkei, who still carries scars from a
monkey vine caught around his neck when he was but a tiny pup.
Thanks to Santa Paws and Royal Canin she will not have to ‘visit’
town to scavenge to feed herself and her pups. She may enjoy the
odd nostalgic trip in occasionally!

Villains of the month:
The Villains are not the dogs but the owners.
Village dogs would NOT dare harass or kill cattle. Ever.
But unfortunately some of the Lodge owners have scant
respect for the environment, and allow their dogs to
display unmanageable and unacceptable behaviour. The
cattle are NOT there to be attacked and harassed. This is
traumatic for the herd and doubly so for the calves, and
sadly this is often how they are separated from their
mothers, to be found wandering alone and defenceless,
or even worse dead. The cost to the cattle owners is dear.

TAWI & Dog-Father news:
After the 2nd annual round trip to Johannesburg and Durban in September I hastily retreated before I was totally
overwhelmed by even more neurosis!
I don’t know how city dwellers cope? With all those broken robots, the shopping centre parking lots, traffic, crowds,
and car guards, it makes no sense!

It must be because they have Dogs to come home to!
I was able to visit CLAW and 4PAWS, both initiated and run by two remarkable women doing remarkable proactive
work in their surrounding Townships. Even though we are still very young and new in comparison, it gave me much
needed courage and hope, not only for myself but for the less fortunate dogs of this country.
And even though I have the “disadvantage” of being ‘male’ both TAWI and I aspire to their achievements.
Sadly after many attempts and 3 months of long waiting we eventually found out that our 2nd submission in
applying for NPO status was ‘lost’.
In addition and very unfortunately we have now been given notice at our temporary site in town. So we are looking
at other alternatives while the Municipality drag their heels on starting the long awaited permanent facility.
My trip to Johannesburg was mostly to have our vehicles 4x4 repaired (see ‘Balancing Karma’) as we only have the
one vehicle. It is imperative to keep the old beast going as it is essential to do our work in this particular area.
Recently we urgently needed to get to the top of a particularly steep hill after heavy rain to assist 7 dogs in serious
need of treatment. And thanks to Stuart from ‘The Syncro Hospital’ in Pretoria for getting the 4x4 patched up and
working again. Our vehicle made it and the dogs got treated. . . that’s what’s its about!

Thank You to:








The Syncro Hospital for repairing the vehicle and other stuff to the tune of +- R5000 in Sept.
Teresa Guzman who has kindly offered to sponsor one of our guys to get their licence @ +- R3000 in the New
Year.
Terry in Durban from ‘IDEAS SIGNAGE’ for the bus @+- R3000 in July.
Bernie from Velluto Rottweilers for the new uniforms. (It was just such an awesome surprise)
To Tarryn Day from Pfizer for sending all the de-wormers and inoculations in October.
Bob Martin and Joanne & Oscar from World Wolf Tour for the awesome collars, leashes and bowls. These
will be used as prizes for the Dog Show Days.
Heather Groenewald for organising a Kombi load of very useful stuff like a cell phone with facebook & a
camera, Christmas gifts for Isaac’s & Victor’s families.

Cash donations from
Beverly . . . . from PsJ Spares R250
Michelle)

WISH LIST





That you and your Family have a Happy and Safe Holiday Season.
That more humans learn how to inflict less suffering on others, unwittingly, or otherwise.
That the next generation are wiser than we have been.
That more people become less indulgent and more benevolent this season.

